
I, John-Joseph Doe / Mary-Jane Doe (properly spelled and shown), a man / a woman, a 
Creature of God, a spiritual being in a chemical body, electrically stimulated and emotionally 
controlled, a natural born, living, breathing, sentient serene being, a living soul, a citizen of the 
soil, on the land, a state Citizen, an American national, a U.S.A. national, a American Citizen, a 
Citizen of the united States, not under the jurisdiction of U.S. Congress. Employer identification 
number: (SSN one dash) xx-xxxxxxxx, hereby secures all the claims, demand, estate, interest, 
prescription, rights, title and trademark in BIRTH CERTIFICATION (State Name) STATE FILE 
NUMBER 
 
_____________________________________________________ (birth certificate number) 
 
and the pledge represented by same included but not limited to the pignus, hypotheca, 
hereditments, res, all the estate, prescription, right, title, trademark, interest, claims, and demand, 
the energy and all proceeds and products derived therefrom from date of creation, for now and 
forevermore, but not limited to the all-capital letters-written, trademark™, copyright©, name and 
person of  
 
JOHN JOSEPH DOE, (maiden name) MARY JANE ADAMS 
JOHN J DOE, MARY J ADAMS 
JOHN DOE, MARY ADAMS 
J J DOE, M J ADAMS 
J DOE, M ADAMS 
 (married name) MARY JANE DOE 
 MARY J DOE 
 M J DOE 
 M DOE 
 

(Considerations: MARY-JANE ADAMS-DOE, MARY ADAMS-DOE, M-J ADAMS-DOE) 
 
Nomme de Guerre: DOE, JOHN JOSEPH DOE, MARY JANE / ADAMS, MARY JANE 
 
Quasi: John DOE / DOE, John Mary ADAMS / Mary DOE 
 
idem sonans or any derivative thereof, all its DBA’s and AKA’s, and all contracts, all trusts, all 
signatures, contracts and agreements predicated on the UCC legal entity person, stramineus homo, 
"STRAWMAN", herein described as the DEBTOR. 
 
(Research “STRAWMAN”) 
Information from: 

Freedom School 
http://www.freedom-school.com/ 

…click on in and learn something! 
Information not intended as legal advice, use at own risk. VOID Where Prohibited by Law. 

 
Name is: John-Joseph Doe. (no derivatives.) Notice the hyphen/dash. John-Joseph is my 
name and Doe is [my] family/clan/tribe name. Some add a comma; some people add a 
colon between their name and their family name, to wit: John-Joseph: Doe. I choose not 
to. 
 
I have an address where I receive mail, it can be called, “a mailing address”: 
 

John-Joseph Doe / Mary-Jane Doe 
Non-resident / Non Domestic (optional) 
First Class, U.S. Delivery (optional) 
c/o 0000 Breton Street, 36 
Austin, Texas state, uSA           [ 78000 ] 



This form of addressing schema lets people know that I am not a res-ident, (res = thing, 
ident = identified. Look up the word ‘res’ in a legal dictionary.) I am not a domestic 
UNITED STATES person (not living within the defines of the Buck Act.) And while I may 
receive mail at 0000 Breton Street it is not my address (c/o = care of) (think about it, 
who owns the address? Most likely the City of Austin, or wherever). The “36” is the 
original and still functional postal code. (Last two digits of ZIP CODE®, have a talk with 
your parents or with older others about how they addressed mail prior to the enactment 
of the ZIP CODE® back in the early 1960’s. The US Post Office is not dead – it has been 
overlaid by the US Postal Service.) Spelling out the State’s name separates it from the 
UNITED STATES (corporation.) (There are, authorized by legislature, state name 
abbreviations and they are generally three letters like: “Tex”; and possibly more like: 
“Calif”; do research to find out yours.) Bracketing the zip code places distance between 
me [you] and the UNITED STATES (Research the 1940’s “Buck Act.”) When used this way 
it is a gesture of courtesy. Some display it as: “near 78236-4210”. Some use: “78236-
4210 t/d/c” which means used/under with threat/duress/coercion. Always remember 
that the use of abbreviations is a benefit of using the United States Postal Service (USPS) 
as they have the copyright on all abbreviations regarding addressing. (Verify this by 
viewing the ZIP CODE® Directory located in Post Office.) As ZIP CODE® use is voluntary, 
some say: “zip code exempt, DMM 122.32” and not use the ZIP CODE® at all. 

Get to know who you are (example) …and act accordingly. 

“I, Me, My, Myself, am a man, living, breathing, sentient, competent, serene, on the land, 
known by the appellation which is so stated and spelled correctly above. A Creature of 
God, a citizen of the soil, a living soul, by Special Appearance, in Propria Persona, 
unrepresented, proceeding Sui Juris, not alieni juris. I am a Citizen/Principal, one of We 
the People under Original Common Law Jurisdiction by the Texas and united States 
contracts, the Constitutions. I am the Secured Party of record, a Creditor, a creator, agent, 
Grantor, nonbelligerent.” Some also include: “civilian” – but not “citizen.” 
The use of “without prejudice, UCC 1-308” in connection with my original signature / 
autograph indicates that I, Me, My, Myself have reserved My Common Law right not to be 
compelled to perform under any contract that I did not enter into knowingly, voluntarily, and 
intentionally. And furthermore, I do not accept the liability associated with the compelled 
benefit of any un-revealed contract or commercial agreement. I don’t do unilateral 
contracts. I don’t deal with third parties. I am competent to make informed decisions. 
Equality under the law is paramount and mandatory by Law. 
“without prejudice” is a way out of the democracy and back into the republic afforded by the 
UCC.      (NOTE: You may see “UCC 1-207” which is the older designation “UCC 1-308” being the newer.) 

A lawful contract has; (1) Offer; (2) Consideration; (3) Acceptance by all parties for/of the 
Contract; (4) Signatures by all parties involved with the Contract. *Only the parties signing 
the Contract can participate in the discussion of the Contract. Full disclosure about the 
Contract is imperative (meeting of the minds.) 
I, Me, My, Myself, may also use: “WITH EXPLICIT RESERVATION OF ALL MY 
UNALIENABLE RIGHTS, WITHOUT PREJUDICE TO ANY OF THOSE RIGHTS, 
PURSUANT TO UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE (UCC) 1-308 AND 1-103.” 
I, Me, My, Myself may also use: “All Right Reserved, without prejudice, UCC 1-308” 
Sometimes one may see: UCCA 1308 or UCC 10-308. UCCA = Uniform Commercial Code Annotated or it may be reference to 
Anderson’s publication on the UCC which is a fine reference should you care to spend the money for it. As each State has adopted 
the UCC you may see specific reference to the particular State’s coding of it – however, while the letters preceding the title number 
may change the number portion remains the same. You do not have access to the UCC – you do things pursuant to it. 

By John-Joseph Doe, agent, without prejudice. (If you do not want the item to be held against you.) 


